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General Objectives of Sanskrit U.G. Programme: 

1. The primary aim of any discipline of education is to help to develop the wholesome personality. This 

programme aims at the same target. 

2. The programme aims at the infusion of spiritual and human values. 

3. In order to assist the student to develop a good character. 

4. In order to acquaint the student in the field of literature and humanity which make them sensitive and 

sensible enough. 

 

Programme Outcomes: 

The students exhibits his ability in: 

1. Reading and understanding Sanskrit Texts. 

2. Understanding the Sanskrit grammar. 

3. Reading the history of Sanskrit literature. 

4. Understanding the Sanskrit culture. 

 



 

I Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC131 

Objective:  

 To introduce the students various forms of Sanskrit literature and Subhashithas. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand the various forms of Sanskrit Literature & Subhashithas. 

 

II Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC181 

Objective:  

 This course aims at teaching ethical code of conduct as explained in classical Sanskrit leads. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand code of conduct as explained in Sanskrit Literature. 

 

III Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC231 

Objective:  

 To enable the students to understand Champukavyas of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand the richness of Champu and logic in Sanskrit literature.  

 

IV Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC281 

Objective:  

 Students are introduced to various forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand the various forms of Sanskrit Literature. 

 

V Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC331 

Objective:  

 To enable the students to know Alankarashastram and Prosody. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand the Alankarashastram and Prosody. 

 

V Semester BA (Optional) BASSKC332 

Objective:  

 This course aims at introducing Prasthanatrayas as depicted in Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand Prasthanatrayas of Sanskrit Literature. 

 

VI Sem BASSKC 381 

Objective:  

 Grammar Constitutes major factor in Sanskrit Literature and introduction to Grammatical text are done.  

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to know the grammar tradition of Sanskrit Literature. 

 

VI BASSKC382 

Objective:  

 Students are introduced Darshana literature.(Philosophy) 

Outcome:  

 Students would be able to understand the philosophical ideas in Sanskrit Literature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Course objectives and Outcomes 

I Semester – BA/ BSW/ BAHRD 

BASSKC131/ BSWSKL131/ HRDSKL131 

Objectives:  

 To introduce the forms of literature. 

 To enable the students to develop literary interest. 

Outcomes:  

 Students get acquainted with forms of literature. 

 They show interest in literary works. 

 

II Semester BA/ BSW/ BAHRD 

BASSKL181/ BSWSKL181/ HRDSKL181  

Objectives: 

 To enable the students to study grammar in systematic manner to clearly understand the literature. 

 To introduce the stories of literature and thereby making them to face the hardships in life. 

Outcomes: 

 By studying grammar, they can independently read and comprehend literature. 

 Stories help them to face any situation in life. 

 

 

B.Com. I Semester (BCMSKL131) 

Objectives:  

 To introduce the prose forms of literature. 

 To enable the students to develop literary interest. 

Outcomes:  

 Students get acquainted with prose  forms of literature. 

 They show interest in literary works. 

 

B.Com. II Semester (BCMSKL181) 

Objectives: 

 To enable the students to study Sanskrit poetry.  

 To introduce grammar portions of Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcomes: 

 Students will understand the poetry in Sanskrit. 

 Students get acquainted with Sanskrit Grammar. 

 

I semester B.Sc/ B.Sc. FND/ B.Sc.HS/ B.Sc.FD/ B.Sc.GD/ B.Sc.LD/ B.Sc. IDD/ B.Sc. AVF/ B.Sc.C/ B.Sc.FT/ B.Sc. 

CS/ BMH 

(BSCSKL131/ FNDSKL131/ BHSSKL131/ BFDSKL131/ BIDSKL131/ BHMSKL131/ BSASKL131/ BFTSKL131/ 

BCSSKL131) 

I Semester 

Objective:  

 To introduce the poetic forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students get acquainted with poetic forms of Sanskrit literature. 

 

II Semester 

B.Sc/ B.Sc. FND/ B.Sc.HS/ B.Sc.FD/ B.Sc.GD/ B.Sc.LD/ B.Sc. IDD/ B.Sc. AVE/ B.Sc.C/ B.Sc.FT/ B.Sc. CS/ BM H 

(BSCSKL181/ FNDSKL181/ BHSSKL181/ BFDSKL/ BIDSKL181/ BHMSKL181/ BSASKL181/ BFTSKL181/ 

BCSSKL181) 

Objective: 

 To introduce poetic forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome: 

 To enable the students to show interest in poetic forms of literature. 

 

I Semester BBA (BBASKL131) 

Objective:  

 To introduce the prose forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students get acquainted with prose forms of Sanskrit literature. 



 

II Semester BBA (BBASKL181) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the students to know the padya forms of Sanskrit literature and grammatical constructions. 

Outcome: 

 Students would be able to know the padya tradition and Sanskrit grammar. 

 

I Semester BCA (BCASKL131) 

Objective:  

 To introduce the prose forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students get acquainted with prose forms of Sanskrit literature. 

 

II Semester BCA (BCASKL181) 

Objective: 

 To introduce grammar & poetic forms of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome: 

 Students get acquainted with grammar & poetic forms of Sanskrit literature. 

 

I Semester Open elective PR I (BASSKCE132) 

Objective:  

 To introduce the Subhashitas and nithitaya of Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students get acquainted with the Subhashithas and ethical values depicted in Sanskrit Literature. 

 

II Semester Open elective PR 2 (BASSKCE182) 

Objective:  

 To introduce human values depicted in Sanskrit literature. 

Outcome:  

 Students are get acquainted with human life values as depicted in Sanskrit literature. 

 

III Semester Open elective PR 2 (BASSKCE232) 

Objective:  

 To introduce the various stories of Sanskrit literature which are useful for personality development. 

Outcome:  

 Students are get acquainted with personality development ideas of depicted on Sanskrit literature.  

 

 IV Semester Open elective PR 2 (BASSKCE282) 

Objective:  

 In order to know the human values in Sanskrit literature.  

Outcome:  

 Students are induced to read human values as depicted in Sanskrit literature.  

 

 



 

 

III Semester BA/ BSW/ BAHRD 

BASSKL231/ BSWSKL231/ HRDSKL231 

Objectives: 

 To enable students to know the theatre concept in Sanskrit. 

 To know the literary beauty of Sanskrit drama. 

Outcome: 

 Students would able to understand the importance of Sanskrit drama. 

 

IV Semester BA/ BSW/ BAHRD 

BASSKL281/ BSWSKL281/ HRDSKL281 

Objectives: 

 To make understand the management science of Sanskrit Literature. 

 This course also aims at introducing the other forms of Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcomes: 

 They can handle the situation in difficulty by using the ancient techniques. 

 Students are introduced to vast forms of Sanskrit Literature.  

 

B.Com. III Semester (BCMSKL231) 

Objectives: 

 To know the literary beauty of Sanskrit drama. 

 Students are induced to know the theatre concept in Sanskrit. 

Outcome: 

 Students would be able to understand the importance of Sanskrit drama. 

 Students can understand the literary beauties of Sanskrit Drama. 

 

B.Com. IV Semester (BCMSKL281) 

Objectives: 

 To enable the students to understand the commercial and management practices of in Sanskrit Literature. 

 This course also aims at introducing the other forms of Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcomes: 

 They can handle the situation in difficulty by using the ancient concepts. 

 Students are introduced to vast range of Sanskrit Literature.  

 

III Semester 

B.Sc/ B.Sc. FND/ B.Sc.HS/ B.Sc.FD/ B.Sc.GD/ B.Sc.LD/ B.Sc. IDD/ B.Sc. AVE/ B.Sc.C/ B.Sc.FT/ B.Sc. CS/ BM H 

(BSCSKL231/ FNDSKL231/ BHSSKL231/ BFDSKL/ BIDSKL231/ BHMSKL231/ BSASKL231/ BFTSKL231/ 

BCSSKL231) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the students the drama portions of Sanskrit literature.  

Outcome: 

 The students would able to understand the dramatic compositions. 

 

IV Semester 

B.Sc/ B.Sc. FND/ B.Sc.HS/ B.Sc.FD/ B.Sc.GD/ B.Sc.LD/ B.Sc. IDD/ B.Sc. AVF/ B.Sc.C/ B.Sc.FT/ B.Sc. CS/ BM H 

(BSCSKL281/ FNDSKL281/ BHSSKL281/ BFDSKL281/ BIDSKL281/ BHMSKL281/ BSASKL281/ BFTSKL281/ 

BCSSKL281) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the knowledge of scientific development of Ancient India depicted in Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcome: 

 This creates an awareness of scientific advancement of our ancestors. 

 



 

III Semester BBA (BBASKL231) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the drama literature as depicted in Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcome: 

 To enable the students to get acquainted with drama literature as depicted in Sanskrit Literature.  

 

IV Semester BBA (BBASKL281) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the management ideas and commercial practices in Ancient India. 

Outcome: 

 Students will understand the management ideas and commercial practices of Ancient India. 

 

III Semester BCA (BCASKL231 

Objectives: 

 This provides adequate knowledge of theatre practices as depicted on Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcome: 

 Students would able to understand the structure of Sanskrit drama. 

 

IV Semester BCA (BCASKL281) 

Objective: 

 To introduce the knowledge of scientific development of Ancient India depicted in Sanskrit Literature. 

Outcome: 

 This creates an awareness of scientific advancement of our ancestors. 
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